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ASIS proudly congratulates the thousands of
professionals who have sought and attained
the CPP—the profession’s highest recognition.

Open t he d oor t o
career o pportunities
Ben McGlaughlin, CPP
Director, Security, Parking & Transportaion
The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia

Industry: Healthcare Security
Job Responsibility: Manages the proprietary security and contract parking and
transportation programs associated with a healthcare network. Included is a main
hospital campus and 38 outpatient specialty care, primary care, and physician
practice locations.
Education: Bachelor's degree in Criminal Justice with a minor in Political Science.
Years in Security: 16

Year Earned CPP: 1996

Year Joined ASIS: 1991

Why I Pursued the CPP: “My mentors and those I emulated within the industry were
all CPP's. I wanted to demonstrate my commitment and level of knowledge to my
current and future employers and to contribute to the professionalism of the industry.”
How the CPP Benefits Me: “The CPP benefits both my employer and myself and
provides credibility to my position as the leading internal expert on security
matters for my organization.”
Value of the CPP “There is a lot of value illustrated in the recruitment benefits for
CPP's. As a senior level manager responsible for recruiting those with security skills,
the CPP demonstrates to me that the candidate has acquired a level of knowledge
and is committed to their profession. Networking with other CPPs has been valuable to me professionally.”
Achievements: Ben serves on the Healthcare Security Council (1999 to present)
and is the Vice-Chair of the Item Development Group (IDG) that is responsible for
developing test questions for the CPP exam. He has held various assignments
including Secretary 1999, Vice-Chair 2000 and Chapter Chairman in 2001 at the
local level in the Greater Philadelphia Chapter (031). He also serves as the
Philadelphia Chapter Vice-Chairman for the 2002 Seminar in Philadelphia, PA.

